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What is a Carbon Offset 
Project?

• A carbon project is a focused activity that has a 
climate benefit

• A forest project either increases sequestration or 
decreases emissions

• A project must be:
• Additional
• Measurable
• Verifiable
• Above Business as Usual
• Permanent 
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Key Components of Offset 
Projects

• Additional
• project is yield a real climate benefit, above and beyond 

‘business as usual’ 
• Measurable

• A project must be able to correctly calculate the benefit it is 
providing to ensure that it is real.

• Verifiable
• Project stocks can be verified as accurate 

• Business as Usual
• What would have happened in the absence of the project 

• Permanent 
• The project reductions must be equivalent (to the 

atmosphere) to the emissions the project is offsetting 
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The CAR Forest Protocol

• Guidance for the Key GHG 
Accounting Components

• Also Addresses:
• Eligibility Requirements
• GHG Assessment Boundaries
• Quantification
• Co-benefits



CAR Forest Project Types
• Improved Forest Management 

Activities that increase forest-based sequestration 
and/or decrease emissions.

• Reforestation 
Less than 10% canopy cover for at least 10 years, 
or following a significant natural disturbance that 
has removed at least 20% of the trees. 

• Avoided Conversion
Removing a significant conversion threat to non-
forest use and dedicating the forest to continued 
forest cover.

Project guidance provided for public and private lands.



Crediting and Additionality
• 100- year crediting period

• All projects must exceed all legal 
requirements, including any 
requirements to:

• Reforest
• Buffer watercourses
• Protect for endangered species
• Manage under a binding deed restriction or 

conservation easement
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Improved Forest Management 
Baseline

Project-level modeling conducted to 
determine a baseline that: 
• Exceeds legal requirements.
• Is financially viable
• Does not follow a period of rapid depletion
• Does not decline below regional measures of 

‘Common Practice’

Protocols provide standardized guidance for 
modeling

Project stocks above baseline are credited
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Project Reductions 
CAR Approach

 Standardized, performance-based
 Accurate, conservative (minimize 

uncertainty)
 Public, stakeholder-driven development 

process
 Climate Action Reserve

• Strong Standards
• Independent third-party verification
• Public Registration (serialization, tracking)
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Improved Forest Management 
Projects and Common Practice

 IFM projects provide climate benefits by 
increasing sequestration, decreasing 
emissions, or both

 Accounting for benefits requires developing 
a baseline

 IFM baselines are determined by each 
project’s relationship to ‘Common Practice’ 
(for private lands)

 Common Practice is an average of 
conditions (live trees) within an assessment 
area
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Defining an Assessment Area

 Assessment Areas are units of land that 
are the basis for several key factors in the 
IFM

 These factors are used for purposes of 
baseline determination, assessing fire 
risks, addressing diversity requirements, 
and more

 Assessment areas are land units with 
similar environmental, ecological, 
management historical, regulatory 
context, and economical drivers
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FIA data and Common Practice

 FIA data selected because:
• Wide application
• Objective
• Unbiased
• Standardized 

 Requires additional work to represent forest 
communities
• Similar species
• Similar economic drivers, management activity, 

and regulatory environment.
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Baseline Determination for Projects with 
Stocks that Exceed Common Practice
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Average Inventory  of Standing Live Carbon, derived from FIA data 
for assessment area

Initial 
Project 

Inventory
Baseline, provided there are no legal encumbrances 
to harvest to the FIA average and it makes 
economic sense to do so

Project Activity

Reductions
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Project Activity

Average Inventory  of Standing Live Carbon, derived from FIA data 
for assessment area

Baseline, provided there are no legal encumbrances to harvest to 
the FIA average and it makes economic sense to do so

Reductions

Baseline Determination for 
Projects with Stocks that are 

Below Common Practice
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Ecological Subregions: Provinces, 
Sections and Subsections

 Process uses Section-level 
data from ECOMAP
• The primary purpose for 

delineating ecological units 
is to identify areas at 
different hierarchical levels 
that have similar capabilities 
and potentials for 
management. (Cleland et. 
al., 1997)

 However, more than one 
forest community can exist 
at the section level
• Oak woodlands and conifer-

dominated forests
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Refining Forest Communities within 
Ecosections

Forest Community Ecosection Forest type Plot Count
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Interior live oak                4 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Blue oak                2 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast California black oak                6 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast California laurel                8 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Other hardwoods                0 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Oregon white oak                9 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Nonstocked                0 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast California white oak (valley oak)                0 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Canyon live oak                2 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Bigleaf maple                1 
Oak Woodlands Northern California Coast Coast live oak                6 
Redwood Northern California Coast Bishop pine                1 
Redwood Northern California Coast Giant chinkapin                0 
Redwood Northern California Coast Tanoak              61 
Redwood Northern California Coast Pacific madrone                6 
Redwood Northern California Coast Red alder                6 
Redwood Northern California Coast Redwood              32 
Redwood Northern California Coast Sitka spruce                1 
Redwood Northern California Coast Douglas-fir              30 

• Adding a field ‘Forest Community’ based on FIA Forest 
Type and Ecosections
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Improved Forest  Management 
Baseline
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Improved Forest  Management 
Baseline
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Average Inventory  of Standing Live Carbon, derived from FIA 
data for assessment area

Baseline, provided that growth exceeds legal requirements
Reductions



Public Lands Forest 
Management Baseline

Quantification of baseline using an 
historic (10-year) review of:
• Retention standards
• Rotations
• Other practices determined by statute, 

regulation, policy, and budgets.
The review provides the basis for 

forward modeling.  Project stocks 
above forward-projected baseline are 
additional.



Baseline for Avoided 
Conversion

Baseline is based on likely effects of 
conversion as substantiated by an 
appraisal and similar regional practices.

Other required criteria include: 
• Suitability of project area for conversion
• Legal permissibility of conversion
• Assessment of risk of conversion as 

determined by disparity in value from 
appraisal.



Reforestation Baseline
• Baseline is simulated future 

characterization of carbon stocks if cover 
>10%, or narrative description if <10%.

• Project allowed if project land base has 
undergone significant natural 
disturbance and the landowner is not 
required by law to reforest.

• Economic evaluation required to 
determine that reforestation activity 
would not have otherwise happened.
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Environmental Integrity
• Projects required to:

Manage for diverse native trees with 
multiple age classes

Demonstration of long-term 
sustainability

Manage for structural elements

Live trees be maintained or increased 
over project life.
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Managing for Permanence

 Permanence defined in protocol as ‘out of 
atmosphere for at least 100 years’

 Long Term Monitoring and Verification
• Identifies impermanence or reversals

 Reversals (2 types) must be compensated
• Unavoidable: fire, pests, disease, wind, etc.
• Avoidable: over-harvesting, financial failure, 

project termination
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Managing for Permanence

 Unavoidable Reversals compensated from 
Buffer Pool administered by Reserve
• All projects contribute to pool based on risk
• Risk (financial) reduced with qualified conservation 

easement or deed restriction or public ownership
 Avoidable Reversals compensated by Forest 

Owner
• Surrenders CRTs (project or purchased) equal to 

CRTs reversed
 All compensation of reversals must be from 

forest CRTs
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Managing for Permanence
 Project Implementation Agreement

• Adherence to the protocol enforced by requiring forest 
owners to enter into a long-term contract with the 
Reserve

 Specifies remedies in the case of an “avoidable” 
(intentional) reversal

 Specifies that projects must retire CRTs 
equivalent (with penalties in some cases) to the 
total amount issued in the event of project 
termination
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Managing for Permanence

 PIA Enforcement and Longevity Secured 
Through Requirement that:
• counterparty seek assignment of PIA to 

subsequent forest owner
• recording of notice of PIA on title to inform 

potential purchasers
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Monitoring and Verification
• Initial 3rd party verification includes 

site visit
• Subsequent annual monitoring reports 

can be verified.
• Periodic (6-years) site verification

• Verified stocks above baseline are 
awarded CRTs



Risk-management: 
Leakage

• Each project type has its own 
worksheet that assesses the risk of 
leakage and provides a 
corresponding leakage risk factor.

• This risk factor or leakage percent 
must be assessed annually and 
deducted from the calculations of net 
carbon sequestration or avoided 
emissions.



Co-benefits - Natural Forest 
Management

Requirement to demonstrate 
environmentally responsible long-term 
forest management.

Requirements to:
• Maintain or increase live tree biomass.
• Manage for diversity of native species.
• Manage for diversity of age classes to 

support functioning habitat.
• Manage to conserve structural 

elements (snags).



The Updated Forest Project 
Protocol

 30-day public comment period for the 
complete updated Forest Project 
Protocol

Comments are due by May 11, 2009

 Comments may be submitted online: 
http://www.climateregistry.org/tools/prot
ocols/project-protocols/forests.html

 General comments related to ARB 
adoption of forest protocols can be sent 
to jpanek@arb.ca.gov

 Reserve Board of Directors Meeting: 
June 2009

 ARB Board Hearing: June 25-26, 2009

http://www.climateregistry.org/tools/protocols/project-protocols/forests.html�
http://www.climateregistry.org/tools/protocols/project-protocols/forests.html�
mailto:jpanek@arb.ca.gov�


Contacts
John Nickerson, Climate Action Reserve
Dogwood Springs Forestry
john@climateregistry.org, 707-468-8529

Richard Bode, ARB
rbode@arb.ca.gov, 916-323-8413

Shelby Livingston, ARB
slivings@arb.ca.gov, 916-324-7156

ARB:
http://www.arb.ca.gov/cc/forestry/forestry_protocols/forestry_protocols.htm

CAR: 
http://www.climateregistry.org/tools/protocols/project- protocols/forests.html

http://www.climateregistry.org/tools/protocols/project-�
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